Fuel Gas Modulators

For Cooper® engines only: Models W330, - V250 - V275. 1 piece flanged modulator.

Features & Benefits

Helps balance individual power cylinders
- Precise control of pressure and temperature. Allows for uniform cylinder loading and reduces the possibility of detonation.
- Reduce fuel consumption
- Reduce engine emissions

Completely replaces old valve body
- Allows users to replace valves that may be an odd or unusual size or be out-of-spec

Provides precise air/fuel mixture
- Extends the life of parts: valves, seats, rings, bearings, cylinders and pistons

Easy flow adjustment by hand
- Eliminates strain of using large wrenches and cheater bars. Saves time and labor.

Fuel Gas Modulators

Fine-tune air and fuel

Quick installation & precise control!

Delivering superior products and services to the gas transmission, gas processing & petrochemical industries since 1964.